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Preface
I’m not selling a quick, overnight solution to obesity. I’m not  
selling a 15 or even 30-day solution. I’m not selling a diet. I’m 
not selling supplements. I’m selling H.E.L.L. – Heavy Extreme  
Laborious Lifting – physically and mentally. I’m selling the  
absolute truth about losing fat. I have evidence to prove it has 
worked out.  

However, before that, it’s important for me to share with you the 
following before you continue: 

Item 1: The title of my series is Fat Losing, not Fat Loss, because I 
believe that losing is a habit, whereas loss happens only once. Loss 
is temporary. Losing is a chosen lifestyle. Losing has to become 
habitual to win the fight. The Losing Streak is the top secret to 
staying in top shape.

Item 2: One of the worst frustrations you can experience in 
life is struggling with fat. Left unchecked, fat-fighting can  
consume you. The good news is that a good fight has a good  
side – it’s out-of-the-ordinary, so it motivates you. The bad 
news is that fat-fighting can be exhausting. But you can win.  
Never let anyone tell you that you can’t win; especially yourself.  
Getting in top shape and staying there is one of life’s most  
rewarding challenges. 

Item 3: Your worst enemy isn’t fat, or the struggle, or the fight,  
it’s your mind. Your mind is the biggest obstacle keeping you 
from getting in the shape you want. Win the battle of your 
mind, and you will lose fat. That’s how you keep the losing streak  
going for as long as you want. Keeping the losing streak alive 
prevents fat from making a comeback. It’s all completely possible 
if you commit to changing your mind. Science has proven that the 
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mind quits long before the body does.1 By nature, the mind is not 
a hard worker, unless trying to convince the body not to work.  
The psychology of fat-losing is the single-most important  
element of fat-fighting. Losing the battle of the mind is the main 
reason why people quit working out, why people quit eating 
right, and why people quit fighting fat. 

Item 4: I am a natural fat-fighting expert. I have 55 years of  
hardcore fat-fighting experience. I know exactly what it’s like  
to be obese, and what it’s like to not be obese. I know the feeling  
of being in the very worst shape, and the feeling of being in 
the very best shape. I was an obese, dysfunctional 12 year-old  
during an ancient time, long before working-out, personal  
trainers, strength coaches, and supplements became fashionable. 
Now, I fight fat every day of my life. If I don’t, I will become obese 
again. I’m on a 43-year fat-losing streak. I have never become 
obese again since I developed the proper mindset, but I have  
fallen behind on the scoreboard. Fat has made several comebacks 
that I challenged with a strong proactive offensive and defensive  
plan; a game plan that never failed to work out when I put my 
mind to it. I changed my obesity by a conscious decision to 
change my life radically. I started working out when I was 12, 
and I have never stopped. I changed my entire nutrition lifestyle, 
and I have never reverted back. I coached myself. I still coach 
myself. It’s an endless workout-in-progress, but it’s all worked 
out because I put my mind to it.

Item 5: The hardest concept I’ve ever had to teach and coach 
is how to get out-of-shape student-athletes into ordinary 
good shape, and then into the extraordinary shape needed for  
high-risk anything. I have coached thousands of athletes; both 

1     University of Zurich (2011, December 5). How muscle fatigue originates in the head. 
ScienceDaily. Retrieved February 11, 2012, from http://www.sciencedaily.com /releas-
es/2011/12/111205081643.htm
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women and men. The majority were male student-athletes  
trying to play the highest-of-risks sport – football. Many more 
were female and male college law-enforcement students who 
wanted to work in one of the highest-of-risks profession –  
policing. The biggest challenge I’ve had is convincing them to 
change their mind about fitness. None of my students started  
as elite athletes or professionals. They developed through  
intense, consistent exercise – an amount of work that had to be  
experienced, physically and mentally, to be believed. It defied 
words, but no one who put their mind to it failed. Those who 
put their mind to it had a 100% success rate. I can’t emphasize it 
enough – those who put their mind to it did not fail, not once. 

Item 6: Never back down from a fat-fight. Never, ever give 
in when you start a fat-fight. Start it, but don’t finish it. Never  
finish the fight. Keep fighting, because fat has no finish line.  
Fat won’t give up. Fat won’t give in. If you can do it alone, go in  
by yourself. If you can’t do it alone, call for back-up, but  
never, ever back down. Don’t listen to negative voices, especially 
the one inside your head, because you can work it out by shutting 
them out.

Item 7: This book is for anyone who wants to get in the best 
shape of their life and stay there. It explains how I beat the  
odds, changing countless minds, and allowing them to lose fat 
and get into their best shape. It contains the exact same message 
every one of the thousands I’ve coached and taught have heard. 
It contains the same tone, same body language, and the same 
direct blunt-force honesty. I don’t pull punches. Winning the  
fat-fight isn’t for the meek. My system is called the X Fitness  
System. It teaches, in order of importance, what has worked in 
my life-long fight versus fat, and what has not worked. It explains 
that fat-fighting is a series of continuous decisions that form  
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either Fat Habits or Strong Habits. How to build will-power is 
more important than what to eat, and lift, and how much to run. 
My workout program and meal plan will be explained in the rest 
of the series. What I eat, lift, and how much I run is important, 
but it’s secondary to will-power, self-discipline, and motivation.  
Meal plans and workout programs have zero value without  
will-power. No guts, big gut.

This is only book one of Fat Losing, which I’m calling: Psychology  
of Fat Fighting. There will be many books, a series, because 
of the extent of content. I tried to write just one book, but it’s  
almost impossible, because the content would be the size of an  
encyclopedia. Fat losing is not quantum physics. I’ll try to make 
the explanation as simple as possible. But the process is not  
simple. Dividing the content into a series of short books is the 
only way I know how to manage the whopping volume of  
material. You can decide how much you want to buy, if  
anything. After you’ve read book one, you can make the decision  
to continue buying more or stop. I don’t want you to buy an  
over-sized textbook at an over-sized price and regret it after the 
first chapter.


